Standard Business Terms
Bodensee-Vorarlberg Tourismus GmbH

1.

General provisions

1.1.

Bodensee-Vorarlberg Tourismus GmbH (hereinafter referred to as
“Contractor(s)” for short) signs its contracts with its customers
(hereinafter referred to as “Client(s)” for short) exclusively on these
Standard Business Terms (SBT).

1.2.

These SBT apply to all transactions, including future ones, with the Client.

1.3.

Should by way of exception, expressly and mutually signed written
agreements to the contrary be reached, such departures will apply
exclusively to those specific cases of transactions.

1.4.

Clients’ standard business terms to the contrary are hereby expressly
contracted; no further contradiction is required in any specific case. No
behaviour by the Contractors may under any circumstances be regarded
as approval of such terms, including in particular ignoring them or the
unreserved transmission of an order confirmation and similar things.

1.5.

Between the Client and each recipient of services (accommodation), the
Contractor operates exclusively as a broker and acts on assignment from
and for the account of each service provider. A contract comes about
exclusively between the Client and each service provider.

1.6.

As soon as any part of the services of the supplier have been accepted by the
customer, the General Terms & Conditions of Business of the supplier shall be
deemed to have been accepted by the customer.

2.

Contract signing

2.1.

All bids are free of obligation and do not obligate the Contractor to any
service. All signings and agreements only become binding on the
Contractor when the order confirmation transmitted by the Client as well
as these SBT are returned signed to the Contractor; what is crucial is
actual receipt by the Contractor.

2.2.

Should the Contractor nonetheless perform services on the basis of verbal
or telephone orders, the Client may not invoke the fact that all signings,
agreements, etc. only become binding on the Contractor upon receipt of
the signed order confirmation and the signed SBT. With delivery on the
basis of telephone orders, the consequences of any services caused by
eventual mishearings or misunderstandings will be at the Client’s
expense.

2.3.

The Contractor may reject acceptance of any order without indicating any
reasons. Liability claims of any kind resulting from this are expressly
barred.

2.4.

Acceptance of the order presupposes the Client’s solvency and
creditworthiness. The Contractor reserves the right to withdraw from the
order if facts should come to its attention after the order has been signed
that are likely to seriously call the Client’s solvency into question or to
significantly impair its creditworthiness.

2.5.

Orders and bids by the Client are irrevocable for the latter. The Contractor
is entitled, where this is breached, to demand on top of all expenses and
outlays, a cancellation fee in the amount of 50% of the net order amount.

2.6.

For cancellation of brokered services the cancellations fees of each
service provider, which cannot be influenced by the Contractor, are
crucial. The Contractor is neither liable for the correctness nor for the
completeness of its own information on such cancellation terms.

2.7.

Illustrations, descriptions, blueprints and other information provided by
the Contractor on services by the service providers are non-binding with
any liability barred.

3.

Prices

3.1.

Some of the prices stipulated in the written quotation of the supplier are net
prices, not including any applicable value-added tax and without any other
taxes and duties, and some of them are gross prices. All prices indicated are
without commitment.

3.2.

The Client may not invoke misprints or other errors by the Contractor in
the bid.

4.

Payment terms

4.1.

4.1. The invoice amount is due upon invoicing. Payments are to be made
without any deduction. Early payment deduction is only allowed by
special written agreement.

4.2.

Payment of the services by the service provider, unless otherwise
expressly agreed, is made directly to the service provider. The latter may
demand an appropriate down payment.

4.3.

Should the Client be late with an agreed payment to the Contractor or
the service provider or with any other performance, the Contractor may
either

4.3.1.

demand fulfilment of the contract and

4.3.1.1. defer fulfilment of its own obligations pending effecting of the outstanding
payments and other performance by the Client, and

4.3.1.2. declare the entire outstanding fee due, and

4.3.1.3. as of the due date charge late payment interest in the amount of 9,2%
above the base rate (commercial interest under § 456 of the Commercial
Code, UGB), or

4.3.2.

while granting an appropriate second deadline declare its withdrawal from
the contract, and

4.3.2.1. declare the fees for all services as yet performed due payable, and

4.3.2.2. as of the due date charge late payment interest in the amount of 9,2%
over the base rate (commercial interest according to § 456 UGB).

The Contractor will still be at liberty to assert damage compensation
claims. The Contractor is also entitled in such cases to make all further
performance and further processing of all ongoing orders dependent upon
advance payment or a security deposit up to the amount of the total order
amount. Should the demanded advance payment or security deposit not
be made within 14 days then it will also be entitled to withdraw, in full or
in part, from this and all further as yet unfulfilled transactions.

This also applies if after the fact circumstances come to light that are
likely to reduce the Client’s creditworthiness or solvency (cf. also item
2.4.).

4.4.

Advance payments already received are retained until an eventual
damage compensation payment is determined. In addition, the
Contractor is entitled to demand execution of all payments still
unremitted.

4.5.

The Client is not entitled to withhold payments under any heading, in
particular not due to purportedly flawed or incomplete performance,
purported warranty claims or damage compensation claims or for any
other complaints of any kind.

4.6.

Set-off by the Client against any eventual counterclaims on the
Contractor is in any case not allowed.

4.7.

In case of any default by the Client the latter will be obliged to
compensate all costs incurred by the Contractor for enforcement of its
claims, in particular for reminder and enforcement costs, collection fees
and attorney’s fees, in which case payments received will first be credited
to said costs, then to interest and other indirect fees and only thereafter
to the goods under retained ownership title. In case of default, all
payment agreements and terms will furthermore be suspended. Upon
payment of the costs incurred, the payments will always be credited to
the oldest claim.

4.8.

If a down payment was agreed then the Contractor is not obliged prior to
complete receipt thereof to begin its work.

4.9.

The Contractor is entitled at any time to request partial payments in an
amount it deems appropriate if order processing extends over a
protracted period of time.

4.10.

In invoicing Clients in other EU countries, the value-added tax
identification (VAT ID) number transmitted to the Contractor in writing is
used. If tax attribution is not possible later on, the Client will be liable to
the Contractor for any tax obligations asserted against the latter.

5.

Complaints about flaws, warranty, liability

5.1.

The Contractor provides warranty for careful selection of each service
provider and for flawless arrangement of services including corresponding
information to the Client.

5.2.

The Contractor is not liable for performance of the services it has
brokered or arranged.

5.3.

Complaints about flaws must on penalty of losing their legal effect be
undertaken by means of a registered letter without delay and at the latest
within seven days of receipt of the service or of the date of agreed
acceptance.

5.4.

If the complaint about flaws is not made on time or not made in the form
cited, then the service is deemed to be accepted.

5.5.

Any assertion of counterclaims by way of compensation or withholding of
the fee or a portion thereof for any kind of complaints about flaws raised
is barred.

5.6.

Any liability, including for consequential damages and financial damages,
in particular due to lateness, impossibility of performance, lost profits,
expected but not realised savings, damages from third-party claims on
the Client as well as indirect damages is barred.

6.

Venue of performance, applicable law, venue of court action

6.1.

Venue of performance for all services is in Bregenz, including even if the
tour or various other services are performed elsewhere.

6.2.

Austrian law is applicable to all contractual relationships.

6.3.

Solevenue for court action in all disputes arising from the contractual
relationship is in the courts with jurisdiction over Bregenz. However, the
Contractor is also entitled to bring suit in the Client’s general court
jurisdiction.

7.

Severability clause

Should any provision of these Standard Business Terms be or become
null or void, this will not impair the legal effect of the remaining
provisions. In that case as well as in case of a gap in regulation, in lieu
of the void or unenforceable or missing provision an appropriate
regulation of the matter will apply which, as far as legally admissible,
most closely approximates what the contracting parties intended or,
according to the commercial sense and purpose of the agreement, would
have intended if, when signing this agreement, the matter had been
considered.

8.

Data Protection Regulation

The protection of your personal data is especially important to us. We therefore process
your data
exclusively on the basis of statutory regulations (GDPR, 2003 Telecommunications Act,
TKG). With this data protection information we are informing you about the most
important aspects of data processing in the framework of our website. With the use of
this website, you agree to the following regulations of our Data Protection Declaration.

8.1.

Person in charge
Bodensee-Vorarlberg Tourismus GmbH
Römerstraße 2
6900 Bregenz / Austria
+43 (5574) 43433-0
datenschutz@bodensee-vorarlberg.com
CR 319239w
No data protection officer has been appointed since this is not legally required.

8.2.

General terms
Your personal data (e.g. form of address, name, address, email address,
telephone number and credit card number) are only processed by us in
accordance with the regulations of Austrian Data Protection law. The regulations
below will inform you about the nature, scope and purpose of collecting,
processing and using personal data.
The use of this website is generally possible without indication of any personal
data. Where personal data is collected on our website (e.g. name, address or
email addresses), this always occurs as much as possible on a voluntary basis.
This data will not be passed on to third parties without your express permission.
Use of your personal data:










For the purpose of contract fulfilment and contract management
In order to provide and improve our service and support
In order, in accordance with your request, to contact you
In order to individualise the service and make the selected contents
available to you
For data analysis
For internal audits
For new product development
For determining trends in usage
For determining the effectiveness of our marketing operations

We wish to point out that data transmission on the internet (e.g. when
communicating by email or via unencrypted websites) can have gaps in security.
Complete protection of data against access by third parties is not possible.

8.3.

Rights of the data subject
According to EU GDPR you as the data subject have extensive rights. These
rights are particularly meant to provide you with more transparency in
connection with your data. Your rights as a data subject are the right to
information about the personal data relating to you, to correction, deletion,
restriction of processing, objection to processing (direct marketing) as well as to
data portability (only with a contract relationship or with consent) and revocation
of consent at any time.
Data subjects may exercise all their rights by sending an email to
datenschutz@bodensee-vorarlberg.com or by personal contact (e.g. by telephone
or on site) or by letter sent by post.
In addition, you have at any time the right, in regard to processing of your
personal data, to submit a complaint to the Data Protection Authority. The
contact data of the Austrian Data Protection Authority are:
Österreichische Datenschutzbehörde
Wickenburggasse 8
1080 Vienna / Austria
Telephone: +43 1 521 52-0
Email: dsb@dsb.gv.at

8.4.

Deletion of data
The personal data of the data subject in question will be deleted or blocked as
soon as the purpose of storage no longer applies. Blocking or deletion of data
also occurs when a storage deadline expires, or you explicitly wish the deletion
or blocking.
If the data are not deleted because they are required for other purposes,
including legally admissible ones, their processing is restricted. That is, the data
is blocked and not processed for other purposes. This applies, for instance, to
data that must be kept for commercial or tax law reasons.
Retention is regulated by statutory specifications in Austria.
According to the statutory specifications in Austria, the retention period is seven
years according to § 212, paragraph 1 of the Commercial Code (UGB) (ledgers,
inventories, opening balance sheets, annual accounts as well as management
reports, etc.) and according to § 132, paragraph 1 of the Federal Tax Code
(BAO) (accounting documents, vouchers, invoices, accounts, vouchers, business

records, listing of income and expenses, etc.) for 22 years in connection with
real estate property and for 10 years for documents in connection with
electronically performed services, telecommunications, radio and TV services
performed for non-entrepreneurs in EU Member States and for which the MiniOne-Stop-Shop is utilised (MOSS).
8.5.

Email contact and enquiries for accommodation
When contacting us (for instance via the contact form or by email), the following
information of the user will be saved for the purpose of processing the enquiry as
well as in case subsequent questions arise: Form of address, first name and last
name, as well as email address, telephone number, street, postal code, country
as well as data relating to the enquiry (e.g. number of persons, period of stay,
type of lodgings, etc.).
The personal data collected in this way are stored by the operator for 36 months
after completion of processing of the enquiry and then deleted. The personal
data disclosed by the user are only processed and used insofar as they are
required for processing of the enquire and/or performing the requested service.
In the course of this data processing the following subcontractors (contract data
processors) are involved:



Wilken AG, Blumenaustrasse 8, Arbon, Switzerland – CRM tool
Feratel Media Technologies AG, Maria-Theresien-Strasse 8, 6020
Innsbruck, Austria – Booking tool for offers, accommodation service

The data processing is required under Article 6, paragraph 1, letter d) GDPR for
contract fulfilment or to conduct pre-contract measures.
8.6.

Bookings
If you conduct a booking with Bodensee-Vorarlberg Tourismus, we collect the
data from you necessary for conducting the reservation which are, in particular,
your name, your telephone number, your company address, your email address
as well as the date of your arrival and departure, your credit card information,
the number and type of services booked.
If you undertake a booking with Bodensee-Vorarlberg Tourismus, your booking
data will be forwarded to the accommodation provider or service provider you
have chosen in order to make your reservation possible at all. Beyond that, your
data are not basically forwarded to third parties (an exception is for data
processing, see below). Under no circumstances are your contact data sold or

rented out by Bodensee-Vorarlberg Tourismus. Due to statutory regulations and
corresponding judicial or regulatory orders, we are in exceptional cases obliged
to surrender data to the authorities or courts issuing the order. This only occurs
in the framework of our statutory obligations.
In the course of such data processing the following subcontractors (contract data
processors) are involved:





Wilken AG, Blumenaustrasse 8, Arbon, Switzerland – CRM tool
Feratel Media Technologies AG, Maria-Theresien-Strasse 8, 6020
Innsbruck, Austria – Booking tool for offers, accommodation service
Datatrans, Kreuzbühlstrasse 26, 8008 Zurich, Switzerland – Payment
information to guarantee the booking
Member business of Bodensee-Vorarlberg Tourismus, see:
https://www.bodensee-vorarlberg.com/en/accommodation-in-vorarlberg/

The data processing is required under article 6, paragraph 1, letter d) GDPR for
contract fulfilment or to conduct pre-contract measures.
8.7.

Ordering a brochure
All data entered by the user in connection with an order are saved. This includes:
Last name, first name, address, email address.
Such data are absolutely necessary to make delivery or process an order and are
passed on to service providers. As soon as the retention of your data is no
longer required or legally supported, such data is deleted.
In the course of data processing the following subcontractors (contract data
processors) are involved:



Wilken AG, Blumenaustrasse 8, Arbon, Switzerland – CRM tool
MS Direct, Scheibenstrasse 3, 6923 Lauterach, Austria – Mailing house

The data processing is required under article 6, paragraph 1, letter d) GDPRT for
contract fulfilment or to conduct pre-contract measures.
8.8.

Transmission to third countries
To the extent that we process data in a third country (i.e. outside of the
European Union (EU) or the European Economic Area (EEA)) or if this occurs in
connection with availing of third-party services or disclosure or transmission of

data to third parties, then this only occurs if it is done to fulfil our
(pre)contractual obligations, on the basis of your consent, on the basis of legal
obligations or on the basis of our legitimate interests. With reservation for
statutory or contractual permissions, we process the data or have it processed in
a third country only when the special conditions of article 44 ff GDPR obtain.
That is, the processing occurs for instance on the basis of special guarantees
such as the officially recognised determination of a data protection level
equivalent to that of the EU (e.g. for the USA by the “Privacy Shield”) or
compliance with officially recognised special contractual obligations (so-called
“standard contract clauses”).
8.9.

Links
We check links leaving our website very carefully for their wording. Nonetheless,
we do not assume any responsibility or liability for contents on website which are
linked from this website or from another website.

8.10. Job applications
If you send us your job applications by email or post, your particulars from your
documents, including the contact data you indicate there, as well as your
application documents are stored with us for the purpose of processing the
application. We do not pass this data on without your consent. At the latest by
six months after the job has been filled, the data you indicated or transmitted
will be deleted.
8.11. Contests
If you take part in our contest on the website, your information from the form,
including the contact data you provide there, are stored with us for the purpose
of carrying out the contest. We do not pass such data on without your consent.
They will then be saved and subsequently deleted for the duration of the contest
and, for processing any eventual prize or damage compensation claims, for a
maximum of 40 months thereafter.
8.12. Master data
Without your explicit consent or without a statutory basis your personal data will
not be passed on to third parties not involved in contract fulfilment. After
complete contract completion your data will be blocked for any further use. After
the end of the tax-law and commercial law regulations, such data will be deleted,
unless you have explicitly consented to its further use.

If required for the establishment, the substantive design or modification of the
contract relationship (master data), your personal are used exclusively for
processing of the contract.
8.13. Information about cookies
Three categories of cookies can be distinguished:
# absolutely necessary cookies to ensure basic functions of the website
# functional cookies in order to ensure the performance of the website
# targeted cookies in order to enhance the user experience.
Websites to some extent use so-called cookies. Cookies do not do any damage to
your computer and do not contain viruses. Cookies serve to make our
programme more user friendly, efficient and safer. Cookies are small text files
deposited on your computer which your browser stores.
Most of the cookies we use are so-called “session cookies.” They are
automatically deleted at the end of your visit. Other cookies remain on your end
device until you delete them. These cookies make it possible for us to recognise
your browser on your next visit.
You can configure your browser to inform you when cookies are placed and to
only allow cookies on a case-by-case basis, to deny acceptance of cookies for
particular cases or in general as well as to activate automatic deletion of cookies
when closing the browser. In case cookies are deactivated, the functionality of
that website may be restricted.
8.14. Function restrictions without cookies
If you do not generally allow the use of cookies, certain functions and pages will
not function as expected.
8.15. Web analysis with Google Analytics
This website uses functions of the web analysis service Google Analytics. The
provider is Google Inc., 1600 Amphitheatre Parkway Mountain View, CA 94043,
USA. Google Analytics uses targeted cookies. More information on how Google
analytics handles user data can be found in Google’s data protection declaration:
https://support.google.com/analytics/answer/6004245?hl=en

You can prevent the collection of the data generated by the cookie relating to
your use of the website as well as the processing of such data by Google by
downloading and installing the browser plugin available from the following link:
https://tools.google.com/dlpage/gaoptout?hl=en-GB
Alternatively, you can prevent Google Analytics from collecting your data by
clicking on the following link (you can see more precise instructions under
https://developers.google.com/analytics/devguides/collection/gajs/#disable). An
opt-out cookie is set that prevents the collection of your data during future visits
to this website.
This website uses Google Analytics with the extension “anonymizeIP()” so that IP
addresses are only processed in abbreviated form in order to eliminate any direct
connection to a person.
8.16. Server log files
The provider of the site automatically collects and saves information in so-called
server log files that your browser automatically transmits to us. They are:







Browser type and browser version
Operating system in use
Referrer URL
Host name of the accessing computers
Time of the server query
IP address

This data cannot be assigned to specific persons. No merging of this data with
other data sources is undertaken. We reserve the right to check this data
retroactively if we become aware of any concrete indications for suspecting any
illegal use.
8.17. Social plugin via Facebook
We use social plugins from facebook.com, operated by Facebook Inc., 1 Hacker
Way, Menlo Park, California 94025, USA. The plugins are on the Facebook logo or
on the addition “Facebook Social Plugin.” A survey of Facebook’s plugins and
their appearance can be found at:
https://developers.facebook.com/docs/plugins.
In order to enhance the protection of your data when visiting our website, the
plugins are integrated into the website by means of a so-called “2-click solution.”
This integration ensures that, when calling up a page in our website that

contains such plugins, no connection is made with Facebook’s servers. Only when
you activate the plugins and in that way give your consent to transmission of
data, does your browser establish a direct connection to Facebook’s servers. The
contents of the particular plugin are then transmitted directly from the relevant
provider to your browser and integrated into the website. By integration of the
plugins, the providers are given the information that your browser has called up
the corresponding page of our website even if you do not have any profile on
record with the corresponding provider and are not logged in at the moment.
This information (including your IP address) is transmitted directly from your
browser to a server of that particular provider in the US and saved there.
If you are logged in to the social network, the providers can directly assign the
visit to our website to your profile at Facebook. If you interact with the plugins,
for instance by activating “Like” or “+1”, then the corresponding information is
likewise transmitted directly to a server of the provider and saved there. The
information is additionally published in the social network and shown there to
your contacts.
The scope and purpose of data collection and further processing and use of the
data by providers as well as your rights and configuration options in this regard
to protect your private sphere can be found under the provider’s data protection
notices. Data protection notices of Facebook:
http://www.facebook.com/policy.php
If you do not want Facebook attributing the data collected via our website
directly to your profile in the service in question, you must first log off from the
corresponding service before activating the plugins.
8.18. Social plugins of YouTube
We use social plugins from the YouTube site operated by Google. Operator of this
site is YouTube LLC, 901 Cherry Ave., San Bruno, CA 94066, USA. If you visit
our website provided with a YouTube plugin, then a connection is made to
YouTube’s servers. In doing so, the YouTube server is informed that you have
visited our website.
If you are logged in to your YouTube account, you are making it possible for
YouTube to assign your visit to our website to your user account. You can
prevent this by logging out of your YouTube account.
Further information on dealing with user data can be found in YouTube’s data
protection declaration at https://policies.google.com/privacy?hl=en-GB&gl=de

8.19. Google AdWords
For advertising on our website, we additionally make use of the “GoogleAdWords” advertising tool. In this connection, we use the analytical service
“Conversion-Tracking” belonging to Google Inc., 1600 Amphitheatre Parkway,
Mountain View, CA 94032, USA on our website. If you reach our website via a
Google advertisement, a cookie is deposited on your computer. Cookies are small
text files which your internet browser deposits and stores on your computer.
These so-called “conversion cookies” lose their validity after 30 days and do not
serve to identify you personally. If you visit specific pages of our website and the
cookie has not yet expired, we and Google can recognise that you have clicked
on one of our ads with Google and were transferred to our website.
Information obtained with the aid of “conversion cookies” help Google generate
visit statistics for our website. From these statistics, we learn the total number of
users who have licked on our advertisement and, additionally, which pages of
our website have been subsequently called up by the user in question. However,
we do not obtain any information with which users can be personally identified.
You can prevent the installation of the “conversion cookies” by means of a
corresponding configuration of your browser, basically with the browser setting
which in general deactivates the automatic setting of cookies or, more
specifically, only blocking cookies from the domain “googleadservices.com.”
You can obtain Google’s relevant data protection declaration from the following
link: https://policies.google.com/privacy?gl=de&hl=en
8.20. Facebook Pixel
Our website uses the “Facebook-Pixel” remarketing function of Facebook Inc.
(“Facebook”). This function serves to present Facebook interest targeting ads
(“Facebook-Ads”) to visitors of this website in connection with the social network
visit. For this purpose, Facebook-Pixel was implemented on our website. When
visiting the website, a direct connection to the Facebook servers via FacebookPixel is set up. With that, the Facebook server learns that you visited this
website and Facebook attributes this information to our personal Facebook user
account.
More detailed information on collection and use of the data by Facebook, as well
as your rights and options in this regard to protect your private sphere can be
found in Facebook’s data protection notices under
https://www.facebook.com/about/privacy/.

Alternatively you can deactivate Facebook’s remarketing function here:
https://www.facebook.com/settings/?tab=ads#_=. To do this you must be
logged into Facebook.
8.21. Newsletter
With our newsletter you can keep informed about us and our services. To receive
our newsletter the indication of your email address is required. Prior to sending
the newsletter, you must explicitly confirm for us, in connection with the socalled double opt-in procedure, that we should activate the newsletter service for
you. Thereafter, you will receive from us a confirmation and authorisation email
with which we ask you to click on the link contained in that email and in that way
confirm for us that you wish to receive our newsletter. You may unsubscribe
from the newsletter at any time. To do this, clicking on the link attached to the
newsletter is required. Your email address will only be used by us and not passed
on to any third parties.
With registering for the newsletter, we store your IP address, the date of
registration as well as your voluntarily filled in information on your interests.
Such storage serves as proof in case a third party abuses your email address and
registers without your knowledge for receiving the newsletter. For sending the
newsletter we use the emarketing suite software (“EMS”) from Wilken GmbH,
Blumenaustrasse 8, 9320, Arbon, Switzerland.
The latter contains a web beacon, also called a tracking-pixel. With that it can be
determined whether emails were opened or whether the links contained in the
emails were clicked on. We use this information in order to improve our email
service and to evaluate what information is read or clicked the most. The
information collected in this way is saved by the newsletter provider Wilken on
its server in Germany.
You can revoke the consent granted to store your data, your email address and
their use for mailing the newsletter at any time. Simply send us an email to
datenschutz@bodensee-vorarlberg.com or a letter to Bodensee-Vorarlberg
Tourismus GmbH, Römerstrasse 2, 6900 Bregenz, Austria. But you can also
unsubscribe separately in any newsletter you receive by using the “unsubscribe”
button if you do not wish to receive any more newsletters from us in future.
8.22. SSL encryption
For reasons of security and to protect the transmission of confidential
information, such as enquiries you send to us as site operator, this website uses

SSL encryption. You can recognise an encrypted connection by the fact that the
address line of the browser switched from “http://” to “https://” and from the
lock symbol in your browser line. If SSL encryption is activated, the data you
transmit to us cannot be read by third parties.

